This paper reports a new continuous 3D loss function for learning depth from monocular images. The dense depth prediction from a monocular image is supervised using sparse LIDAR points, exploiting available data from camera-LIDAR sensor suites during training. Currently, accurate and affordable range sensor is not available. Stereo cameras and LIDARs measure depth either inaccurately or sparsely/costly. In contrast to the current point-to-point loss evaluation approach, the proposed 3D loss treats point clouds as continuous objects; and therefore, it overcomes the lack of dense ground truth depth due to the sparsity of LIDAR measurements. Experimental evaluations show that the proposed method achieves accurate depth measurement with consistent 3D geometric structures through a monocular camera.
I. INTRODUCTION
Range measurement is vital for robot and autonomous vehicle operations. For ground vehicles, reliable and accurate range sensing is the key for Adaptive Cruise Control, Automatic Emergency Braking and autonomous driving. With the rapid development of deep learning techniques, image-based depth prediction gained a lot of attention and achievements, promising cost-effective and accessible range sensing using commercial monocular cameras. However, depth ground truth for an image is not always available for training a neural network. In outdoor scenarios, today we mainly rely on LIDAR sensors to provide accurate and detailed depth measurement, but the point clouds are too sparse compared with image pixels. Besides, LIDARs could not get reliable reflection on some surfaces (e.g. dark, reflective, transparent [1] ). Using stereo cameras is another way for range sensing, but accuracy is a concern at mid to far distance. Generating ground truth depth from an external visual SLAM module [2] , [3] suffers similar problems, subject to noise and error.
Due to the lack of perfect ground truth as discussed above, plus the fact that monocular cameras are widely used, much research effort was devoted to unsupervised monocular depth learning, which requires only sequences of monocular images as training data. These approaches have achieved results close to supervised approaches [7] . However, monocular unsupervised approaches are inherently scale-ambiguous. The depth prediction is relative and needs *This work was partially supported by the Toyota Research Institute (TRI), partly under award number N021515. 1 [4] S-Monodepth2
Ours Fig. 1 : Visualization of depth prediction. 1st row: image and raw LIDAR scan of the vehicle colored by the image. 2nd -4th rows: depth predictions and point-clouds generated from image pixels with predicted depth. S-Monodepth2 is our baseline (details in Sec. III-C.1), modified from [5] , sharing the same network structure as our proposed approach. LIDARs have difficulty on dark, reflective, or transparent surfaces. Our method learns from the sparse LIDAR points and recovers dense depth with consistent 3D geometry. This data sample is from KITTI dataset [6] .
a scale factor to recover the true depth, meaning that they have limitations in real deployment. Despite that LIDAR sensors are not yet ready for mass application on vehicles, a series of large-scale driving datasets with sensor suites including cameras and LIDARs [8] - [11] have already been published. Motivated by the availability of such rich datasets, we improve monocular depth regression by leveraging sparse LIDAR data as ground truth. As stated in BTS [4] , a very recent work ranking 1st in monocular depth estimation using the KITTI dataset [6] (Eigen's split [1] ), the high sparsity of ground truth data limits the neural network performance. Addressing the same issue, we propose a new continuous 3D loss that transforms discrete point clouds into continuous functions. The proposed loss better exploits data correlation in Euclidean and feature spaces, leading to improved performance of the current deep neural networks. An example is shown in Fig. 1 . We note that the proposed 3D loss function is agnostic to the network architecture design which is an active research area on its own. The main contributions include: 1) We propose a novel continuous 3D loss function for monocular depth estimation. 2) By simply adding this loss to a UNet [12] -like network arXiv:2003.09763v1 [cs.CV] 21 Mar 2020 [5] , we obtain geometrically-plausible depth predictions with state-of-the-art accuracy on KITTI [6] and Virtual KITTI 2 [13] datasets, without modifying the network structure.
3) Our work is open-sourced and available at https:// github.com/minghanz/DepthC3D. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The literature is reviewed in Sec. II. The proposed new loss function, the theoretical foundation and its application in monocular depth prediction are introduced in Sec. III. The experimental setup and results are presented in Sec. IV. Section V concludes the paper and provide future work ideas.
II. RELATED WORK
Deep-learning-based 3D geometric understanding share similar ideas as SfM/vSLAM approaches. For example, the application of reprojection loss in unsupervised depth prediction approaches [14] and direct methods in SfM/vSLAM [15] are tightly connected. However, they are fundamentally different since back-propagation of neural networks only takes a small step along the gradient to gradually learn the general prior from large amounts of data. Learning correspondences among different views can assist with recovering the depth [16] if stereo or multi-view images are available as input. For single-view depth prediction, the network needs to learn from more general cues including perspective, object size, and scenario layout. Although single-view depth prediction is an ill-posed problem in theory since infinite possibilities of 3D layout could result in the same 2D rendered image, this task is still viable since the plausible geometric layouts that actually occur in the real world is limited and can be learned from data.
A. Supervised single-view depth prediction
It is straight-forward to learn image depth by minimizing the point-wise difference between the predicted depth value and the ground truth depth value. The ground truth depth can come from LIDAR, but such measurements are sparse. One strategy is simply masking out masking out pixels without ground truth depth values and only evaluating loss on valid points [1] . An alternative is to fill in invalid pixels in ground truth maps before evaluation [17] , for example using "colorization" methods [18] included in NYU-v2 dataset [19] . While learning from processed dense depth maps is an easier task, it also limits the accuracy upper bound. [20] , [21] used synthetic datasets (e.g. [22] , [23] ) for training, in which perfect dense ground truth depth maps are available. However, in practice, the domain difference between synthetic and real data becomes an issue.
B. Unsupervised single-view depth prediction
The fact that ground truth depth of an image is hard to obtain and usually sparse and/or noisy motivates some researchers to apply unsupervised approaches. Stereo cameras with known baseline provide self-supervision in that an image can be reconstructed from its stereo counterpart if the disparity is accurately estimated. Following this idea [24] proposed an end-to-end method to learn single-view depth from stereo data. Using consecutive image frames for selfsupervision is similar, except that motions of the camera between the consecutive time steps must be estimated, and that scale ambiguity may arise. [14] is one of the first proposing to use monocular videos only to learn pose and depth regression through CNNs in an end-to-end manner. To handle the problem of moving objects, researchers included an optical flow estimation module [25] , and/or a motion segmentation module [26] , so that rigid and non-rigid parts are treated separately.
C. Loss functions in single-view depth prediction
As reviewed above, existing learning methods mainly rely on direct supervision of true depth and indirect supervision of view synthesis error. Most other losses are essentially regularization terms. Here most commonly used loss functions appeared in literature are summarized. The losses from adversarial learning framework [27] are omitted here, as they require dedicated network structures.
1) Geometric losses: Point-wise difference between predicted and ground truth depth values in the norms of L1 [28] , L2 [29] , Huber [30] , berHu [17] , and the same norms of inverse depth [2] have all been applied, with the consideration of emphasizing prediction error of near/far points. Crossentropy loss [31] and ordinal loss [32] are applied when depth prediction is formulated as a classification or ordinal regression, instead of regression problems. Negative log likelihood is adopted in approaches producing probabilistic outputs, e.g. in [33] . [1] introduced a scale-invariant loss to enable learning from data across scenarios with large scale variance. Surface normal difference is also a form of more structured geometric loss [29] . In contrast to the above loss terms which takes value difference in the image space, [34] directly measure geometric loss in the 3D space, minimizing point cloud distance by applying ICP (Iterative Closest Point) algorithms. [35] proposed non-local geometric losses to capture large scale structures.
2) Non-geometric loss: Applied in unsupervised approaches. Most commonly used forms are intensity difference between wrapped and original pixels, and Structured Similarity (SSIM) [36] which also captures the higherorder statistics of pixels in a local area. In order to handle occlusion and non-rigid scenarios, various adjustments to the photometric errors are proposed. For example, using weight or masking to ignore a subset of pixels that are likely not recovered correctly from view synthesis [14] , [29] , and [5] used the minimum between forward and backward reprojection error to handle occlusion.
3) Regularization losses: a) Cross-frame consistency: to fully exploit available connections in data between stereo pairs and sequential frames, and to improve generalizablity by enforcing the network to learn view synthesis in different directions. For example, [37] performed view synthesis on a viewsynthesized image from the stereo's view, aiming to recover the original image from this loop. b) Cross-task consistency: to regularize the depth prediction by exploiting the correlation with other tasks, e.g. surface normal prediction [38] , optical flow prediction [25] , [26] and semantic segmentation [39] . c) Self-regularization: loss terms that suppress highorder variations in depth predictions. Edge-aware depth smoothness loss [40] is one of the most common example [37] , [41] . This is widely applied because in unsupervised approaches, view-synthesis losses rely on image gradients, which are heavily non-convex and only valid in a local region. In supervised approaches sparse ground truth will also have a subset of points left uncovered. Such regularization term can smooth out the prediction and broadcast supervision signal to a larger region.
As discussed above, the supervision signals in the literature are mostly from pixel-wise values (e.g. depth/reprojection error) and simple statistics in a local region (e.g. surface normal, SSIM), with heuristic regularization terms addressing the locality of such supervision signals. In contrast, we are introducing a new loss term that is smooth and continuous, overcoming such locality with embedded regularization effect.
III. PROPOSED METHOD Information captured by LIDAR and camera sensors is a discretized sampling of the real environment, in the form of points and pixels. The discretization of the two sensors are different, and a common approach of associating them is to project LIDAR points onto the image frame. This approach has two drawbacks. First, it is an approximation to allocate a pixel location for LIDAR points, subject to rounding error and foreground-background mixture error [42] . Secondly, LIDAR points are much sparser than image pixels, meaning that the supervision signal is propagated from only a small fraction of the image, and surfaces with certain characteristics (e.g. reflective, dark, transparent) are constantly missed due to the limitations of the LIDAR.
To handle the first problem, our new loss function is evaluated in the 3D space instead of the image frame. Specifically, we measure the difference between the LIDAR point cloud and the point cloud of image pixels back-projected using the predicted depth. This approach is similar to that of [34] which applied the distance metric of ICP for depth learning. However, since ICP needs the association of point pairs, this approach still suffers from the discretization problem. This problem may not be prominent when both point clouds are from image pixels [34] but is important when using the sparse LIDAR point cloud.
We propose to transform the point cloud into a continuous function, and thus the learning problem becomes aligning two functions induced by the LIDAR point cloud and the image depth (point cloud). Our approach alleviates the discretization problem which will be shown in Sec. IV-B and IV-A in more details.
A. Function construction from a point cloud
Consider a collection of points, X = {(x i , X (x i ))} n i=1 , with each point x i ∈ R 3 and its associated feature vector X (x i ) ∈ I, where (I, ·, · I ) is the inner product space of features. To construct a function from a point cloud such as X, we follow the approach of [43] , [44] . That is
where k : R 3 × R 3 → R is the kernel of a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS). Then the inner product with function g of point cloud Z = {(z j , Z (z j ))} m j=1 is given by
For simplicity, let c ij := X (x i ), Z (z j ) I . We model the geometric kernel, k, using the exponential kernel [45, Chapter 4] as
where σ and s are tuneable hyperparameters controlling the size and scale, and · is the usual Euclidean norm.
B. Continuous 3D loss
Let Z be the LIDAR point cloud that we use as the ground truth, and X the point cloud from image pixels with depth. We then formulate our continuous 3D loss function as:
i.e. to maximize the inner product. Different from [43] which aims to find the optimal transformation in the Lie group to align two functions, we operate on points in X. The gradient of L C3D w.r.t. a point x i ∈ X is:
For the exponential kernel we have:
and for ∂cij ∂xi it depends on the specific form of the inner product of the feature space.
In our experiments we design two set of features, i.e., c ij := c v ij · c n ij . The first one is the color in the HSV space denoted as v . We define the inner product in the HSV vector space using the same exponential kernel form and treat v (x) as a constant. Since the pixel color is invariant w.r.t. its depth,
The second feature is the surface normal, denoted n , and we use a weighted dot product as the inner product of normal features, i.e.
where is to avoid numerical instability, and r n (x) denotes the residual, embedding the smoothness of local surface at x, which is further explained in the following.
Image & LIDAR BTS [4] S-Monodepth2 Ours Given a point x i with normal vector l n X (x i ), the plane defined by the normal is given as:
Accordingly, the residual of an arbitrary point x w. r. t. this local surface is defined as:
which equals to the cosine angle between the line x i x and the local surface plane. Then the residual of the local surface is defined as:
where U (x i ) is the set of points in the neighborhood of x i , and |U (x i )| denotes the number of elements in the set (its cardinality). This term equals to the average of the residual using a neighborhood of the local plane. The derivative of this kernel w.r.t. the local surface normal vector n Z (x i ) is then give by
From the above analysis, we can see that the continuous 3D loss function produces a gradient that is the combination of position difference and normal-direction differences between ground truth points and predicted points weighted by their closeness in the geometric space and the feature space. The proposed method avoids point-to-point correspondences that is not always available in data, and provides inherit regularization that can be adjusted with understandable physical meanings.
The exponential operations in L C3D result in very large numbers compared with other kinds of losses. For numerical stabilizing and scale consistency, we use logarithm of the 3D loss in practice, i.e. L C3D (X, Z) = log(L C3D (X, Z)).
The continuous 3D loss can be used for cross-frame supervision, in which case relative camera poses also come into play. For example, we can denote:
where X i , Z i denotes point-clouds from camera and from LIDAR at frame i, and T i j ∈ SE(3) transforms points in coordinate j to coordinate i.
C. Network architecture
To evaluate the effect of the continuous 3D loss function, we first build a baseline network based on commonly adopted U-Net structure [12] , and then construct our approach by including the continuous 3D function as additional supervision signal.
1) Baseline: We build our baseline method based on the network structure of Monodepth2 [5] , which is a state-ofthe-art unsupervised single-view depth prediction work. It includes a depth network and a pose network. The depth network uses a U-Net structure, taking one RGB image as input and generating inverse depth as output. The pose network takes two adjacent images as input and predicts the LIDAR BTS [4] S-Monodepth2 Ours 6DOF rigid body transformation between the two frames. The supervision signal in the Monodepth2 paper includes:
• Per-pixel photometric error (Non-geometric loss) • SSIM (Non-geometric loss) • Edge-aware smoothness (Regularization loss) On top of this, we added L1 disparity loss with GT depth for pixels with available LIDAR projection as a geometric loss, which is not in Monodepth2 originally.
In this way, the baseline system has access to supervision signals formed by all major types of existing loss functions. We denote this baseline as "S-Monodepth2" in following comparisons, since it is a supervised version of Monodepth2.
2) Our approach: Building upon the baseline, the continuous 3D loss term is added to form our improved system. LIDAR point clouds are cropped to only keep the front section in the view of camera. One data sample snippet includes three consecutive frames following the setup of Monodepth2 (frame i − 1, i and i + 1). Accordingly the continuous 3D loss function we applied is
IV. EXPERIMENTS
From Eq. 4, we can see that the calculation of inner product involves a double sum over all point-pairs in the two point clouds. It is a lot of computation for a regular-sized image and LIDAR point cloud. To alleviate this problem, we discard point-pairs that are far away from each other in image space, of which the geometric kernel value is likely to be very small, hardly contributing to the loss. We implemented a customized operation in pytorch to efficiently calculate the inner product on GPU, taking advantage of the sparsity of LIDAR point clouds and the double sum. Such computation only induces a small ( 5%) time overhead in each iteration.
The model is implemented in Pytorch, trained for 20 epochs with Adam optimizer with learning rate 10 −4 in the first 10 epochs and 10 −5 in the rest. The batch size is 3. The input/output size is 640 × 192. We train the network on a NVIDIA RTX 2080 Ti GPU.
Being consistent with Monodepth2, we train the network with the KITTI dataset [6] , using Eigen's data split [46] and Zhou's [14] pre-processing to remove static frames, resulting in 39810 training samples and 4424 for validation. The ground truth LIDAR point cloud used in training is from the raw LIDAR data instead of the densified version in KITTI 2015 depth benchmark [47] , in order to show our capacity in exploiting raw sparse point clouds in training.
A. Quantitative results and analysis 1) KITTI dataset: In Table I the quantitative comparison of our method with the baseline and other state-of-theart approaches is reported. The evaluation is on KITTI dataset using Eigen's test split [1] , with denser and more accurate ground truth depth values [47] by accumulating 11 consecutive frames of LIDAR scans. 652 of 697 test samples in Eigen's split have such improved depth ground truth, which form our test set. Consistent with the literature [37] , depth is truncated at 80m maximum before evaluation. The same setup can also be found in Monodepth2. Definition of all the metrics is consistent with [1] . Table I shows that our approach outperforms most existing work, supervised and unsupervised. The only difference between the baseline and our approach is the continuous 3D loss, which brings significant improvements. Remark 1. Notice that a recent work BTS [4] has higher accuracy than our result, which benefits from the geometryaware layers they specifically designed for depth prediction, while our result is based on the common U-Net structure. Our contributions are orthogonal. By adopting the more advanced network structure in our work, we expect further improved result than currently reported. This is also an interesting future work direction.
Although our quantitative results do not outperform BTS, we produce higher-quality depth prediction, forming geometrically consistent point-clouds, which is discussed in more details in Sec. IV-B.
2) VKITTI2 dataset: The ground truth depth in KITTI dataset is still sparse, even though the improved version [47] is used, since it comes from LIDAR scans. To better show the improvement of our approach quantitatively, we further evaluated our method on the Virtual KITTI 2 [13] Bold numbers are the best, underlined numbers are the second best. The row of "Improvements" is w.r.t. the baseline (S-Monodepth2).
In the "Train" column, "U": unsupervised, "S": supervised, "SU": using both ground truth supervision and self supervision. (VKITTI2) dataset. VKITTI2 is a synthetic dataset providing photo-realistic approximation to the KITTI dataset using Unity game engine, with fully annotated ground truth. We randomly sampled 5% out of all VKITTI2 frames under the "clone" setting (with climate and lighting condition consistent to corresponding KITTI frames) to compose a test set. Table II shows the evaluation results on the test set using the same metrics as in Table I , comparing the baseline and our approach. To be more consistent with KITTI, we only include the bottom half of the images in the error calculation, since LIDAR scans only cover the bottom part of the images. We also truncate the maximum depth to 80m. Note that both the baseline and our approach are not trained on any VKITTI2 data.
In Table II one could observe more significant quantitative improvements than in Tab. I, as VKITTI2 has dense depth ground truth on all pixels. We argue that this is a more solid evaluation since the ground truth is perfect and dense. The fact that the synthetic data is not "real" does imply a domain gap, which is shown in the decreased accuracy in both baseline and our method. Fig. 4 shows a few samples of VKITTI2 data with ground truth and predictions.
B. Qualitative results and analysis
In order to show the effect of the new continuous 3D loss intuitively, in Fig. 2 we listed a few samples from the KITTI dataset. Each sample includes the RGB image, the raw LIDAR scan, the predicted depth and corresponding surface normal directions from the baseline and from our method. We also compare with the current top-ranking method BTS [4] to show our qualitative advantages.
1) Depth view: From the depth prediction images, we observe that both S-Monodepth2 and BTS predict incorrectly at vehicle-window area. It not only creates "holes" in the depth map, but also results in failure of recovering the full object contours, as in the second and third examples. This area is not handled well by previous methods because • The window area is non-Lambertian surface with inconsistent appearance at different viewing angles, so that photometric losses do not work. • LIDAR does not receive good reflection from glasses, as can be seen from Fig. 2 , therefore no supervision from the ground truth is available. • The color of the window area is usually not consistent with other part of the vehicle body, further failing appearance-aware depth smoothness terms. In contrast, our continuous 3D loss function provides supervision from all nearby points, thus overcoming the problem and providing inherit smoothness. The window-area is predicted correctly with full object shape preserved from our predictions.
2) Surface-normal view: The surface-normal view provides better visualization of 3D structures and local smoothness. The second row of each sample in Fig. 2 shows the surface normal direction calculated from the predicted depth. Despite the existence of regularizing smoothness term, the baseline method still produces a lot of textures inherited from the color space. This is because the edge-aware smoothness loss is down-weighted at pixels of high gradient. BTS shows less, but still visible, texture and artifacts from color space in the normal map, and the inconsistency in window-area is apparent in surface-normal view. In contrast, our method does not produce such textures, while still preserving the 3D structures with clear shift between different surfaces.
3) Point-cloud view: By back-projecting image pixels with predicted depth to 3D space, we can recover a point cloud of the scene. This view allows us to inspect how well the depth prediction recovers the 3D geometry in the real world. This is important as the pixel-clouds could provide a denser alternative to accurate-but-sparse LIDAR point clouds, benefiting 3D object detection as indicated in [53] .
For this reason we focus on vehicle objects in this paragraph. Fig. 3 shows four examples. They cover both near and far objects, and cases of over-exposure and color-blend-in with the background. We can see that the raw LIDAR scans are pretty sparse on dark vehicle bodies and glass surfaces, posing challenges on using such data as ground truth for depth learning. "Holes" in predicted depth map transform to unregulated noise points in 3D view. Compared with the baseline, our method produces point cloud with much higher quality in both glass and non-glass area, with smooth surface and geometric structure consistent with the real vehicles. BTS produces better point-clouds than the baseline, but the distortion is still heavier than our approach, especially at window-areas.
C. Ablation study
In this paragraph we take a closer look at different configurations in the function constructed from point clouds. Here we mainly investigate the effect of surface normal kernel. We denote the continuous 3D loss without surface normal kernel as
and the one with surface normal kernel as: The quantitative comparison is in Table III , following the same setup as Fig. I, and a data sample is shown in Fig. 5 for visualization. While the continuous loss L v C3D improved upon baseline by exploiting the correlation among points, the prediction still produces artifacts caused by textures in color space. The surface normal kernel is sensitive to local noises, and also distinguishes between different parts of the 3D geometry, inducing more geometrically plausible predictions.
V. CONCLUSION
We proposed a new continuous 3D loss function for monocular single-view depth prediction. The proposed loss function addresses the gap between dense image prediction and sparse LIDAR supervision. We achieved this by transforming point clouds into continuous functions and aligning them via the inner product structure in the function space. By simply adding this new loss function with network architecture untouched, the accuracy and geometric consistency of depth predictions is improved significantly. As the contribution is orthogonal to network architecture developments (e.g. [4] , [52] ), further improvement is expected when this new loss function is combined with more advanced network architectures.
Future work includes representation learning for the features used in the proposed loss function that potentially bring further improvements. Finally, exploring the benefits of the improved depth prediction for 3D object detection is another interesting research direction.
